SPOT CONNECT

No cell signal? No problem. Turn your Smartphone into a satellite communicator with the SPOT Connect device.

Today’s Smartphones provide a level of social connection far beyond what we imagined just a few years ago. But when you go beyond the reach of the grid your Smartphone needs the help of SPOT Connect™ to keep you in touch with friends, family, and emergency personnel.

Simply pair your Smartphone with SPOT Connect, and get connected to a global satellite network that lets you send messages and GPS coordinates from virtually anywhere on the planet. Update Twitter and Facebook. Send email and text messages. Request non-emergency help from professional service providers. And in the case of a critical emergency, send an SOS message requesting emergency assistance.

FEATURES

- Send messages from virtually anywhere via satellite
- Type & Send custom messages (41 character) or Predefined message (120 characters) options*
- Track Progress mode*
- Integrates with SPOTadventures.com and popular social destinations
- Enable iPod touch (2nd or 3rd Generation) or iPad with GPS
- Smartphone app for operation and detailed status
- On-device SOS button for standalone emergency operation

In a critical or life-threatening emergency, the SOS function notifies the GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center of your location every 5 minutes. GEOS alerts the appropriate agencies worldwide based on your location including public service agencies like SAR and private rescue contractors.

Don’t lose the connection to your social networks when you venture off the cellular grid. SPOT Connect with the basic service package enables you to send Predefined messages to your favorite social destinations. The Type & Send function allows you to create short custom messages in the field, which you can send to social destinations or specific contacts via email or text message.

S.O.S.

Don’t lose the connection to your social networks when you venture off the cellular grid. SPOT Connect with the basic service package enables you to send Predefined messages to your favorite social destinations. The Type & Send function allows you to create short custom messages in the field, which you can send to social destinations or specific contacts via email or text message.

FindmeSPOT.com

MSRP $169.99

Subscription required to activate service.

Made for iPod touch® (2nd, 3rd and 4th generation), iPhone® 4, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 3G. Also compatible with Android™ platform 2.0 or later.

*Additional charges apply for Type & Send and Track Progress service plans.
SPOT CONNECT SMARTPHONE APPLICATION

The SPOT application home screen provides immediate access to SPOT’s most crucial features.

**SOS**
Activate the SOS mode to begin sending your GPS location to GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Augment the default information with custom messages to update responders of your condition.

**Help**
Use the Help mode to send either Type & Send or Predefined messages to recipients in your contact list.

**SPOT Assist**
SPOT Assist is an additional service that allows you to send a message to Nation Safe Drivers, SPOT’s roadside assistance provider, or BoatUS for maritime towing. Additional charges apply for these services.

**OK Check-in/OK**
Use Check-in/OK mode to send messages and your location to friends and family. These messages can also be simultaneously broadcast to your Facebook and Twitter accounts.

**Track Progress**
Start/stop tracking at anytime through your SPOT Connect app. Several tracking modes are available, and you can also elect to mark a Reference Point or send Check-in/OK messages from specific locations while in Track Progress mode.

---

**DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS**

**Device Specifics:**
Size: 3” x 2.6” x 1.2” (7.6 cm x 6.6 cm x 3.2 cm)
Weight: 4.9 oz (w/batteries)
GPS Lat. Long. Datum format: WGS-84

**Operating Environment:**
Temperature: -13°F to +140°F (-25°C to +60°C)
Altitude: -328 ft to 21,325 ft (-100 m to +6500 m)
IPX7 Waterproof: Up to a depth of 1 meter for up to 30 minutes
Bluetooth range: ~30 feet

**Certifications:**
FCC, IC, WEEE, SAR, RoHS, CE

---

**SERVICE FEATURES**

**International Emergency Response Coordination Center:**
GEOS is operational 7 days/week, 365 days a year, operating out of Houston, Texas (2 addl. backup locations).

**Communication:**
If no GPS fix is acquired SPOT Connect send distress signal without position to IERCC.

**Google Maps™:**
SPOT waypoints are displayed in Google Maps™ in your account and through Shared Pages for easy viewing.

**SPOT Assist**
SPOT Assist is an additional service that allows you to send a message to Nation Safe Drivers, SPOT’s roadside assistance provider, or BoatUS for maritime towing. Additional charges apply for these services.

**Data History:**
All messages are stored in your SPOT Account for up to 30 days for review, mapping, and sharing. Live data viewing available for up to 7 days.

**Data Archiving:**
Data can be exported for archiving in the following formats: CSV (spreadsheet), KML (Google Earth™), GPX (GPS data), and at www.SPOTadventures.com.

**Shared Page:**
Share messages and locations via a personal shared page (password protection optional) or SPOT Adventures account.
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**Satellite Technology:**
GPS accuracy: 32.8 ft (10 m) location accuracy
Commercial satellites (LEO): 1610-1620 MHz L-band frequency
Visibility: 1 to 4 at any one time

More satellites for SOS detection than anyone for faster signal detection.

**Battery Specifications:**
Type: 2 AA Energizer Ultimate Lithium 8X (L91)

GEOS provides SOS monitoring and emergency dispatch through the International Emergency Response Coordination Center (IERCC). The IERCC is staffed 24/7 with dedicated and highly trained professionals with access to emergency responders worldwide. They locate and notify an emergency responder, and will also keep your personal emergency contacts informed.
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Never lose touch with loved ones. SPOT Connect lets you send messages via satellite from virtually anywhere to the important people in your life. Use Type & Send custom messages to provide up to the minute information, along with your GPS location. Peace of mind never came so easily.

Social networks have become a favorite place to share adventures and accomplishments with friends and family. Now you can do this in near-real time, right from the scene of the action. Don’t miss an opportunity to update Facebook, Twitter, or SPOT Adventures and keep your contacts updated.
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SPOT Satellite Global Coverage Map